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BMO Digital Experience
The Customer Journey



Defining a Vision
The BMO Customer Journey experience is a unification of our visual language and 
experience design patterns, with the goal of providing a cohesive experience to our 
customers, no matter which product or device they are using. 

The use of a consistent tone of language, patterns, and components across projects 
and platforms will aid in creating a consistent experience throughout.       



Building a Foundation
The digital design system is a collection of 
components defined by shared principles and 
patterns. These components are flexible, so as to be 
the building blocks of all digital products.

Each of the components has well-documented 
guidelines and well-defined conventions. This way, 
developers don’t need to worry about the 
underlying implementation and edge cases.
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Illustrations & Iconography
The illustrations of BMO’s visual language are 
meant to evoke a friendly and personable ethos that 
metaphorically repsent where our customers are in 
their journey. 

The iconography are a visual expression of BMO’s 
products, services, and tools. They represent a family 
of icons to work across mobile devices, wearables 
desktop PCs, and beyond that, are easily identifiable 
and distinguishable. 



New Account Opening Responsive Flow 
For everyday banking and credit cards



New Account Opening Responsive Flow 
For everyday banking and credit cards

For many people, their relationship with their 
bank begins with opening a chequing and/or 
savings account, or applying for a credit card. It 
is imperative that people experience a seamless 
experience, regardless of the channel they begin 
with.
 
With the mobile and in-branch experiences updated 
to the new design language, it was time to revamp 
the online account opening experience.

To provide a more modern experience, customer 
pain points within the old experience needed to be 
identified. From there, my team and I undertook 
competitive research, tested a few concepts with 
customers, and iterated based on that feedback.

Objectives for the new design: 

• Move from an adaptive layout to a responsive 
layout 

• Reduce number of clicks between steps by 
combining similar content 

• Adjust the jarring transtion from opening an 
account to using the mobile app

Old Design

New Design



Iterative design process 
The end of the customer journey



BMO mobile banking app
For existing customers



BMO mobile banking app
Additional accounts for exsisting customers

It’s important to ensure that the pleasurable 
experience customers had while being onboarded 
is continued throughout their banking journey.

With this project, the goal was to improve on the 
account opening process and keep it in app, so 
that customers get a seamless experience.

Objectives for the new design: 

• Move account opening for existing customers 
into the app 

• Surface product information while keeping users 
in the same experience 

• Simplify the application process using the new 
visual design language and UX patterns

Old Design New Design



Marketplace
For everyday banking and credit cards



Marketplace
For everyday banking and credit cards

This project set out to solve a common pain point 
that new (and to a lesser extent, existing) customers 
have when they are looking for a new account, such 
as a chequing and savings account, or a credit card: 
they won’t know if they’ll have their product until 
after they’ve filled out the application. 

The Banking marketplace aims to remove this pain-
point by having customers create a profile first. 
Then, dynamically, it only surfaces products that 
they are eligible for and will be able to use right 
away, taking the mystery out of the equation. This is 
presented in a format that the average consumer is 
familiar with - eCommerce/Online Shopping.



Year-End Report Progressive Web App
All Animals Defender



Defining a Vision
As their year-end cycle was approaching, Humane Society International was 
looking for a fun and engaging way to communicate to their donors what had 
been accomplished throughout the year through an interactive annual report. This 
micro site was intended to take viewers through a few of the major programs that 
HSI had completed thanks to the generosity of their donors, followed up by a soft 
ask for a donation. I designed this interactive progressive web app to simulate 
the onboarding process that users get when they first open apps such as Vine or 
Instagram. The user walks through each program, its benefits, and its outcomes by 
swiping/tapping/clicking on specific prompts. This site won a 2015 RGD So(cial) 
Good Design Award.   



Using an established brand
The goal was to create a distinct progressive 
web app for Humane Society International (HSI) 
that would be something people would want to 
bookmark, while staying true to their established 
branding.
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The Mobile experience



Iterative design process



Final product



Client initiated concept work
Fitness App Concept



Defining a Vision
This project was done as a client-initiated concept. The objective was to create a 
visual aid for a proposed fitness app. Throughout the project lifecycle there were 
many iterations done – on the next screen, is a quick journey of how the concept 
evolved from a wireframe to high fidelity visuals.



Wireframe First Design Iteration
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